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 Controversial Book

Author: Lori Vander Ark-DeBartolo, a book that changes
lives and opens eyes...

 A book that begins to shed rays of light into the dark side of
the corrupt elite within the CIA, FBI, local, state, and federal
politics where that secret group is taking America in a covert
plan of their destruction of America as the wool remains
over the eyes of most Americans. The author exposes the
facts of corruption within American government as the
author aims for peaceful government reform in her story

told in volume one of a three part memoir series of secrets. Purchase your copy of the book
titled; I Remember Heaven Before Earth and experience behind the scenes reading on what
goes on in areas of life, community and government most believe do not exist from the elite
American leaders and the personal direction those leaders are taking America, "the roots" of
their destructive ideologies and hate of America.

As a human rights activist the author shares her story of her life within America's CIA and the
American human trafficking system that brought her from the Dutch Caribbean islands onto a
cruise ship as a baby. The author's kidnappers part of a large human trafficking system
backed by the CIA were actually caught when entering back into the U.S. with an
undocumented baby not of their own. Chuck and Cindy Vander Ark (the kidnappers) were
held in jail by Florida security for three weeks as the CIA and President Nixon waved power
and control over Florida government, American law, International law. Read about the family
camouflaged within the Dutch Calvinist religion and government CIA connections that would
raise her. The author has a breakthrough of memories into reincarnation and the exposure of
secrets revealed as she begins the journey of telling all she knows about the past. Pursuing
her quest to expose the corrupt within government and society into the importance of human
rights and telling the truth. More shocking news? The author exposed on her author blog on
Amazon.com and will be writing of in volume II about a corrupt Georgia neighborhood that
began development in 2004-2010 that many homeowners accepted trade deals from the
builder/developer on their homes purchased to become involved with drugging and
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kidnappings of the continued human trafficking of specific heritage of white women and
children whom are then transferred and brought to enemies of the U.S., such as Saudi Arabia.
 

Purchase your copy of I Remember Heaven Before Earth for $49.95 at such stores as Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, Books A Million. The book that changes lives and opens eyes. 
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